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Abstract—Homophily describes the phenomenon that similarity breeds connection, i.e., individuals tend to form ties with
other people who are similar to themselves in some aspect(s).
The similarity in music taste can undoubtedly influence who we
make friends with and shape our social circles. In this paper, we
study homophily in an online music platform Last.fm regarding
user preferences towards listening to mainstream (M), novel
(N), or diverse (D) content. Furthermore, we draw comparisons
with homophily based on listening profiles derived from artists
users have listened to in the past, i.e., artist profiles. Finally,
we explore the utility of users’ artist profiles as well as features
describing M, N, and D for the task of link prediction. Our
study reveals that: (i) users with a friendship connection share
similar music taste based on their artist profiles; (ii) on average,
a measure of how diverse is the music two users listen to
is a stronger predictor of friendship than measures of their
preferences towards mainstream or novel content, i.e., homophily
is stronger for D than for M and N; (iii) some user groups such
as high-novelty-seekers (explorers) exhibit strong homophily, but
lower than average artist profile similarity; (iv) using M, N
and D achieves comparable results on link prediction accuracy
compared with using artist profiles, but the combination of
features yields the best accuracy results, and (v) using combined
features does not add value if graph-based features such as
common neighbors are available, making M, N, and D features
primarily useful in a cold-start user recommendation setting for
users with few friendship connections. The insights from this
study will inform future work on social context-aware music
recommendation, user modeling, and link prediction.
Index Terms—Homophily, Link prediction, Computational social science, Modeling user preferences, Online music platform,
Cold-start recommendation

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the emergence of online music streaming platforms,
such as Last.fm, Spotify, or Pandora, music has never been
more accessible. In addition, many music platforms integrate
a social component, allowing users to connect online. One
of the most critical social mechanisms that drive users to
connect is homophily, i.e., the tendency of people to connect
to others who are similar to themselves in some aspect. Such
aspects include sociodemographic, behavioral, or intrapersonal
characteristics [1], but also social status, opinions, and values [2]. In the context of music, research has shown that people
are attracted to those who share their music preferences [3].
Besides, similarity in music taste is associated with closeness
and relationship satisfaction [4].

The music taste of individuals is often described by measuring preferences towards specific artists or genres. In addition,
users can also be described by their preferences towards
mainstream, diverse, or novel music content [5], [6]. Using
features capturing those preferences for user modeling has
proven effective in a music recommendation setting where
traditional music recommendation algorithms tend to provide
recommendations of lower quality to users who prefer nonmainstream or novel music [7], [8].
However, it is still unclear to what extent these features
impact friendship formation in online music platforms.
Objective and approach. The study at hand aims to answer
the following questions: (i) Do connected users have similar
music tastes for artists they have listened to in the past (i.e.,
their artist profiles)? We tackle this question by calculating
artist profile similarity for connected users in the Last.fm [9]
dataset with a friendship network and comparing it with users
connected in a simulated random network. (ii) To which extent
is friendship formation driven by homophily based on user
mainstreaminess (M), novelty (N), and diversity (D)? Here,
we compute homophily using the assortativity coefficient [10],
which is a correlation measure for how similar are users to
their neighbors. (iii) In case of observable homophily for M, N,
D, or artist profile similarity, does it hold over the entire value
distribution or are there differences between users depending
on their M, N, and D values? To answer this question, we
categorize users in three different groups for M, N, and D
(low/mid/high) based on values of features with highest assortativity coefficients and analyze the ratios between observed
and expected edges (O/E ratio assuming random pairing)
within and between groups. (iv) What is the merit of M, N,
and D as well as users’ artist profiles for friendship prediction?
To demonstrate this, we conduct a number of link prediction
experiments. We use a binary classification approach with an
XGBoost classifier for different combinations of these features
and compare it to a weak stratified random baseline and
a strong baseline, for which we use an XGBoost classifier
with graph-based features. Additionally, we explore feature
importance scores of individual as well as aggregated features.
Contributions and findings. We summarize our contributions
as follows. In our experiments, we confirm the existence of

homophily based on artist profile similarity and based on
the users’ preferences for mainstream (M), novel (N), and
diverse (D) music. Our experiments show that homophily
based on D is the most notable, for example, users who
prefer diverse music tend to form friendship connections. Furthermore, we systematically investigate the interplay between
the (low/mid/high) values of user mainstreaminess, novelty,
diversity, artist profile similarity, and friendship connections
between users. We find that some user groups such as highnovelty-seekers exhibit strong homophily but lower than average artist profile similarity. In other words, they tend to form
friendship connections even though their listening history is
not as similar as with some other user groups. Finally, we
investigate the merit of users’ preferences for M, N, and D
for link prediction and demonstrate that we can outperform
the random baseline and achieve similar results as when we
employ artist profile features for the same task. The combination of those features results in the best performance. To
foster reproducibility of our results, we provide our dataset that
consists of 11, 792 Last.fm users with friendship connections
and numeric features describing each user’s artist profile, M,
N, and D values on Zenodo1 and the entire Python-based
implementation can be accessed via GitHub2 .
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several studies exist on homophily and link prediction in
online music platforms. A few studies investigate homophily
for demographic, topological (graph-based), and taste-related
attributes along with friendship connections from Last.fm
users and the usefulness of these attributes for the task of link
prediction [11], [12]. Findings in those studies show a notable
country- and age-based homophily, and a tendency for mixedgender friendships. However, this tendency is reversed to
same-gender friendships if event co-attendance is considered
instead of friendship connections. When it comes to taste similarity, results in [11], [12] show higher similarity for friends
than for random user pairs (also confirmed in [13]–[15]), but
low similarity overall, likely due to the sparseness of considered taste profile vectors as discussed in [11]. Both [11] and
[13] show that graph-based features (e.g., common friends) are
most indicative for link prediction. Other important features
for link prediction in [11] are top listened artists, coming from
the same country or the number of online interactions between
two users. Another study on Last.fm [16] runs community
detection algorithms and compares the averaged user interests
of extracted communities to the entire population. Their findings show that on average there are no notable differences in
user interests between extracted communities, i.e., users in a
detected community have no distinctive preference towards a
particular music genre. This finding that network communities
are not composed of users that listen to the same music is
confirmed in another study on Last.fm [15]. Furthermore, in
the same study [15], Guidotti and Rossetti’s results show that

users who listen to various genres tend to connect with people
with high music preference entropy (a measure of diversity),
whereas users who listen to music comprising few genres
tend to connect with users with a narrow music taste. They
also conclude that Last.fm users tend to cluster with peers
with similar music entropy and/or similar temporal listening
behaviors, computed using frequency dictionaries based on
both day and time of the day. Another study tackling the topic
of diversity and social ties on the music platforms Netease
Music and Weibo demonstrates that users with low diversity
are more similar in terms of music taste and that it is difficult
for high diversity users to find friends sharing similar music
preferences [14]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
we are among the first to investigate homophily and link
prediction as an interplay between mainstreaminess, novelty,
diversity, and listening profile similarity in music preferences.
III. DATA AND PREPROCESSING
We use the well-established LFM-1b [9] and LFM-1b
UGP [17] datasets3 which include the following user data of
our interest: (i) user-artist playcount matrix, (ii) user-genre
playcount matrix, and (iii) features describing user preferences
towards mainstream, novel, and diverse content [9].
LFM-1b contains more than one billion listening events
(LEs) of 120,175 unique users from the music platform
Last.fm. Furthermore, Last.fm allows users to connect with
others on the platform by establishing friendship connections.
A list of each user’s friends is available through the Last.fm
API4 . To create a representative social (friendship) network for
our study, we adopt the breadth-first-search sampling strategy
with LFM-1b users as seed nodes and crawl friends up to two
hops away. For users that are not part of the LFM-1b dataset,
no information about M, N, and D are available. Therefore,
we keep only those edges where both nodes connected by the
edge are part of the original LFM-1b dataset. This results in
a network, i.e., an undirected unweighted graph G = (V, E),
consisting of |V | = 11,792 nodes (users) and |E| = 78,989
edges (friendship connections).
We model users’ listening profiles from (i) and (ii) (on the
artist and genre level) and summarize (iii) in the following.
A. Listening profiles
We create an artist and a genre profile for each user. A
single occurrence of a user listening to a track is called a
listening event (LE). From the LEs, we construct the userartist profile matrix Lartist based on user-artist playcounts5 ,
and a user-genre profile matrix Lgenre based on user-genre
playcounts6 . Each value Lartist
represents the number of times
u,i
user u has listened to an artist i, whereas Lgenre
stands for
u,j
number of times user u has listened to a genre j. We create a
genre profile Lgenre
for each user u as a k-dimensional vector,
u,∗
using k = ngenre = 1,998 genres and styles from Freebase7 .
3 http://www.cp.jku.at/datasets/LFM-1b/
4 https://www.last.fm/api/show/user.getFriends
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of listening events associated with a user u and an artist i.
of listening events associated with a user u and a genre j.
7 https://developers.google.com/freebase
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Each genre profile vector is computed based on the user-artist
interactions, where each artist is described as a weighted bagof-words representation of genres. We use the variant weighted
by playcount from [17]. Additionally, each row vector in both
listening profile matrices is normalized so that its Euclidean
norm equals 1. As a result, each normalized vector Lartist
u,∗
represents an artist profile of user u, and Lgenre
represents
u,∗
u’s genre profile, as described in [7]. However, Lartist is very
sparse (density is 0.087%) as many users only listen to a
very small fraction of all artists in the dataset. To address
this sparsity issue, we apply non-negative matrix factorization
(NMF)8 to Lartist . NMF is a widely used tool for the analysis
of high-dimensional data as it automatically extracts sparse
and meaningful features from a set of non-negative data vectors [18]. We empirically determined the number of reduced
dimensions as 20, and refer to the transformed representation
of Lartist as Wartist . In the remainder of the paper, we
use artist profiles for further analyses and genre profiles to
compute diversity features.
B. User mainstreaminess (M), novelty (N), and diversity (D)
In this section, we describe how M, N, and D are computed.
We explore a number of features from the literature and
also propose a diversity measure of our own to complement
existing formulations which yield results of varying quality,
both in our experiments but also studies on recommender
systems [5], [7], [19]. Besides, we explain how we divide
users into groups based on the resulting feature values.
Mainstreaminess (M). The mainstreaminess features we use
are provided in the LFM-1b dataset [7]. More specifically,
they are calculated as the overlap between the user’s listening history and an aggregated listening history of all
users, averaged over time windows of 1, 6, and 12 months
(Mu1m /MU6m /MU12m ), as well as over the entire period of the
user’s listening activity (MuG ).
Novelty (N). We adopt three features proposed in [7] with
values provided in the LFM-1b dataset. According to these
features, a user’s inclination to listen to novel music is
quantified by the percentage of new artists listened to, averaged
over time windows of 1, 6, and 12 months (Nu1m /Nu6m /Nu12m ).
Diversity (D). The LFM-1b dataset does not include explicit
features of diversity other than simple numbers of unique
tracks and artists listened to by the user. We log-normalize
those counts and denote them as Dutracks and Duartists ,
respectively. To add more sophisticated diversity measures,
we compute genre coverage DuGC and genre entropy DuGE
using the genre profile Lgenre
as input. DuGC is computed
u,∗
similarly as tag coverage and tag entropy in [20]. More
specifically, DGC computes the percentage of all genres
listened to by user u among all 1,998 genres from Freebase,
whereas DuGE is computed as the entropy of the distribution
of genre occurrences of all artists listened to by user u.
8 We
used the
nonnegfac-python

implementation

from

https://github.com/kimjingu/

Additionally, we propose a novel diversity feature, i.e., the
weighted average genre diversity Duw avg , calculated from the
u’s genre playcount vector Lgenre
as follows:
u,∗
Pngenre
Duw avg

=

i=1

Lu,i
max (Lu,∗ )

ngenre

(1)

User groups. For each M, N, and D feature, we categorize
users into a low, mid, or high group based on the corresponding
feature value. Decision thresholds are calculated as in [7].
More specifically, in the initial step, users’ feature values are
first sorted in ascending order. We proceed by summing the
user feature values from the beginning until we reach one third
of the total sum, and assign all those users that contributed to
the sum into the low value group. Users are assigned similarly
into the medium value group as we continue summing the
values until two thirds are reached. The remaining users are
assigned to the high value group. These group assignments are
utilized later in the paper when we study observed to expected
edge ratio as well as features in link prediction experiments.
C. Preparing the dataset for link prediction
By approaching link prediction as a binary classification
problem, we need to prepare the dataset so that a model can
be applied to predict a class label y ∈ {0, 1} given a feature
vector x. Observed edges are positive class instances, while
missing edges are treated as negative class instances. Here
is where the extreme class imbalance issue arises, as there
|
− |E| negative
are in total |E| positive classes and |V |×|V
2
classes. Therefore, we resort to negative class sampling, i.e.,
we randomly sample |E| negative class instances (missing
edges) so that the resulting dataset consists of 2×|E| instances.
This purely random sampling of negative classes is the most
appropriate sampling method according to the link prediction evaluation guidelines in [21]. Furthermore, according to
the same guidelines, evaluation results are stable when the
sampled negative class percentage is between 10−1 and 102 ,
and in our case, |E| sampled negative class instances amount
to 0.11%. To further account for randomness and make our
results more robust, we create 10 datasets in the same manner
with different random seeds. In our experiments, we average
the results on all 10 datasets.
Each edge instance between a node (user) pair (u, v) is
described with a class label y ∈ {0, 1} and a feature vector
x = xu _ xv _ x∆ where xu and xv represent feature vectors
of nodes u and v, respectively, and x∆ = f (xu , xv ) represents
features derived from both users. More detailed descriptions
of feature vector x can be found in Table I. We can categorize
features into: (i) M, N, and D features (MNDF), (ii) artist
profile features (APF), and (iii) graph-based features (GF). We
utilize graph-based features commonly used for link prediction
(number of common neighbors, Jaccard index, and AdamicAdar index) [22] in order to provide perspective to the merit
of (i) and (ii) by comparing them to an ”unfairly” strong
baseline [11].
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Notation
xM
{u,v}
xN
{u,v}
xD
{u,v}
Mgroup
x{u,v}
N

group
x{u,v}

D

group
x{u,v}

xM
∆
xN
∆
xD
∆
M

x∆ group
N

x∆group
D

x∆group
artist

xW
{u,v}
xW
∆

artist

xCN
∆
xJ∆
xAA
∆

Description
Type
Mainstreaminess, novelty, and diversity features (MNDF)
4 mainstreaminess values per user
Numeric vector
3 novelty values per user
Numeric vector
5 diversity values per user
Numeric vector
Low/mid/high group categorization for each
Categorical vector
mainstreaminess feature and each user
Low/mid/high group categorization
Categorical vector
for each novelty feature and each user
Low/mid/high group categorization
Categorical vector
for each diversity feature and each user
Relative difference between respective
Numeric vector
user mainstreaminess features
Relative difference between respective
Numeric vector
user novelty features
Relative difference between respective
Numeric vector
user diversity features
True if both users are categorized in the
Binary vector
same mainstreaminess group, False otherwise
True if both users are categorized in the
Binary vector
same novelty group, False otherwise
True if both users are categorized in the
Binary vector
same diversity group, False otherwise
Artist profile features (APF)
Low-dimensional user artist profile vectors
Numeric vector
Cosine similarity between user artist profile vectors
Graph-based features (GF)
Number of common neighbors between users
Jaccard index between users
Adamic-Adar index between users

Numeric scalar
Numeric scalar
Numeric scalar
Numeric scalar

IV. H OMOPHILY IN U SER P REFERENCES
In this section, we describe how we compute and present
our results on homophily based on users’ artist profiles and
mainstreaminess, novelty, and diversity.
A. Artist profile homophily
We investigate if there is homophily in the Last.fm friendship graph G based on users’ artist profiles. To that end,
we compare similarities between artist profile vectors of
connected users with similarities of randomly connected users.
We first calculate the dot product between the artist profile
vectors (from Wartist ) of the connected users. Then, we
create a baseline random graph G0 for comparison. We select
an adapted version of the configuration model from network
science [23] to preserve two graph properties of interest,
namely the node degree distribution and homophily for M,
N, and D. In this random graph model, each edge of a user
u is randomly rewired so that if u was connected to a user
v belonging to low M, medium N, and low D user groups,
a new edge connects it to a random user v 0 from the same
user groups while also preserving the same node degree as
in the original graph. In this way, we ensure that the random
graph G0 preserves two above-mentioned important properties
of the original graph G. We report the rewiring probabilities of
this configuration model in our GitHub repository. Finally, we
calculate dot product on artist profiles of connected node pairs
in the resulting graph G0 and compare the two distributions.
Our results show that according to the Mann-Whitney U test

(p < 0.001), there is a significant difference between the two
distributions as we can observe in Figure 1. Connected node
pairs in G have significantly higher similarity between artist
profiles (mean = 0.44) as opposed to connected node pairs in
G0 (mean = 0.28). We can conclude that we observe notable
homophily based on user artist profiles in the Last.fm network.
Existing edges in G
Randomly rewired edges in G'

12500
Edge count

TABLE I: Feature vector x used in link prediction
experiments is a result of concatenating features in this
table. Features are binary, categorical, or numeric. Relative
a−b
N
D
difference in xM
∆ , x∆ , and x∆ is calculated as a+b .

10000
7500
5000
2500
0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Artist profile similarity

1.0

Fig. 1: Artist profile similarities calculated as dot products
of user artist profile vectors from Wartist between connected nodes in graph G and connected node pairs in G0
created by randomly rewiring edges in G while preserving
the degree distribution and homophily of M, N, and D. The
visualization depicts a histogram plot with a corresponding
kernel density estimate (KDE) plot.
B. Homophily based on M, N, and D
Next, we quantify homophily in the network for M, N, and
D, which are all numeric features. A simple method used to
quantify homophily based on numeric features is the numeric
assortativity coefficient r [24]. It is calculated as the Pearson
correlation coefficient computed between connected node pairs
for a particular node feature. Assortativity coefficient r values
range from −1 (completely heterophilic network) to 1 (completely homophilic network). We calculate r for each M, N,
and D feature reported in Section III-B and report the results
in Table II.
TABLE II: Assortativity coefficients r for mainstreaminess
(M), novelty (N), and diversity (D) vary depending on how
their scores are calculated. Values in bold denote the scores
with the highest r for M, N, and D.

M

N

D

M 1m
M 6m
M 12m
MG
N 1m
N 6m
N 12m
Dtracks
Dartists
DGC
DGE
Dw avg

r
0.055
0.050
0.043
0.104
0.063
0.111
0.058
0.076
0.104
0.148
0.140
0.227

We can observe that the Last.fm social network exhibits
positive assortativity coefficients for M, N, and D. Overall, it is
most pronounced for D (as reflected in the highest correlation
coefficients r). For mainstreaminess, the highest homophily
can be observed based on the M G score, N 6m for novelty, and

Dw avg for diversity. Thus for categorizing users into groups
and the following analyses, we use M G , N 6m , and Dw avg as
representative features of users’ mainstreaminess, novelty, and
diversity and refer to them from this point in the text simply
as M, N, and D.
C. Between- and within-group observed to expected edge ratio
Assortativity coefficients can only provide us with information on the overall assortativity patterns in the network.
However, what often happens is that homophily exists only on
some intervals of the feature distribution, e.g., for users with
particularly high or low values. Referring to the low/mid/high
user groups defined in Section III-B, we investigate whether
there is homophily in these user groups by counting the
observed edges within each group and dividing it with the
number of expected edges, i.e., the number of between- and
within-group edges assuming fully random pairing with the
same amount of nodes and edges as in G (as discussed in [25]).
If this ratio is higher than 1, then this points to homophily
within a particular user group. By applying the same approach
for edges between two different groups, we can determine if
there is an unusually higher or lower edge count for users from
these two groups. In a random graph, the expected number
of edges within a particular group (e.g., low D) is p2 d(G)
and between two different groups (e.g., between low D and
high D) 2pqd(G), where p is the number of nodes in the
first group, q is the number of nodes in the second group,
and d(G) is the density of the graph G. The results of this
analysis can be found in Figure 2a. When it comes to users’
artist profiles, one would expect that groups where homophily
is more pronounced also exhibit higher than average artist
profile similarity (as similarity breeds connection). Therefore,
we show how much does the mean artist profile similarity
between two groups deviate from the overall mean artist profile
similarity in Figure 2b as well as what is expected regarding
the artist profile similarity in a random graph G0 (Figure 2d).
To account for randomness, Figures 2c and 2d depict average
results over 10 graphs created using different random seeds.
Notice that the O/E ratios for user groups are almost identical
in G and G0 (Figures 2a and 2c) confirming that the synthetic
random graph G0 preserves homophily based on M, N, and D.
By looking at the values on the diagonal in Figure 2a, we
can observe that all groups except for the medium N group
exhibit homophilic behavior. This behavior is most strongly
pronounced in the high N group, but also strong in the high
M, low D, and high D user groups. Low value groups also
have notably higher artist profile similarity when compared
with the random graph G0 . However, when it comes to high
value groups, they have lower similarity when compared with
G0 and strong homophily values, especially for high N and
high D users. These results could suggest that high-noveltyseekers or explorers connect with other high N users that help
them discover new music content. This behavior also holds
for high D users, but to a lesser extent.
When it comes to between-group edges, we would like to
highlight that the high D group has a notably smaller number

of edges with the low D group which is likely due to them
having a lower similarity in the artist profiles (see Figure 2b)
and is an example where dissimilarity breeds disconnection as
this behavior also appears in the random graph G0 .
Finding 1: In a comparison with a random graph model,
our results show that users that connect are significantly
more similar with respect to their artist profiles. Furthermore,
there is an observable homophilic behavior for M, N, and D,
most pronounced for D. We also discover different levels of
homophily in low/mid/high value groups. High N and low
D users form the most connections within their groups with
an interesting difference, i.e., low D users also have similar
artist profiles whereas the similarity is notably lower for high
N users. This means that high N users form a large amount of
their connections with other high N users even though their
artist profiles are not as similar.
V. L INK P REDICTION W ITH U SER P REFERENCES
Since the results of our analysis have shown notable homophily in user mainstreaminess, novelty, and diversity, as
well as user artist profile similarity, we now explore their
efficacy for the task of link prediction with a supervised
learning approach, i.e., binary classification. Approaching link
prediction as a binary classification task is challenging due to
extreme class imbalance and inconsistent evaluation metrics.
Therefore, we design our evaluation experiments according to
guidelines proposed by Yang et al. [21].
We use the dataset as defined in Section III-C and consider
the following objectives in our link prediction experiments.
First, we do not focus on the performance comparison of
different classification algorithms, but rather on using an
established classification algorithm as a tool to explore the
merit of M, N, and D in comparison with user artist profiles for
the task of link prediction. We provide context to those results
by comparing them with a strong baseline using graph-based
features as well as a weak random baseline. Additionally,
we explore differences in results for different user groups as
defined in Section III-B, namely low/mid/high M, N, and D.
Finally, we evaluate the contribution of individual features by
analyzing feature importance scores in the predictive models.
For these purposes, we use the Extreme Gradient Boosting
or XGBoost9 [26] for binary classification, which is a type
of gradient boosted trees algorithm which has proven to be
highly effective for link prediction [27].
We compare different combinations of (i) mainstreaminess,
novelty, diversity features (MNDF), (ii) artist profile features
(APF), and (iii) graph-based features (GF). We compare our
results with a stratified random classifier as a weak baseline.
We split our data into train and test subsets using an 80/20
split, and we evaluate our models on 10 different random
splits so that each feature combination is evaluated on 10
datasets (with different randomly selected negative samples
as described in Section III-C) and 10 splits (using different
9 We use the Python XGBoost implementation from https://xgboost.
readthedocs.io/en/latest/python/

(a) O/E ratio in G

(b) Artist profile similarity in G

(c) O/E ratio in G0

(d) Artist profile similarity in G0

Fig. 2: Observed/expected (O/E) edge ratio in G (a) and G0 (c) for between- and within-group edges based on
low/medium/high values of M, N, and D. Randomly generated graph G0 preserves the number of between- and withingroup edges resulting in almost equal O/E ratio as in the original graph G. Artist profile similarity depicted in Figures
(b) and (d) is calculated as the ratio between the average value over the set of between- or within-group edges and the
average value over all edges. To account for randomness, values in (c) and (d) are averaged over 10 different random
graphs. In each figure, diagonal cells represent values for within-group edges and non-diagonal cells represent values
for between-group edges. In the discussion of our results, we focus on values highlighted in black rectangles.

random seeds), which amounts to 100 experiments per feature
combination. We do not conduct hyperparameter optimization
and use default XGBoost parameters since we are only interested in assessing (relative) performance differences between
using different feature combinations and not in outperforming
any state-of-the-art approaches. Since we use negative class
sampling and evaluate results on balanced datasets (with a
50-50 positive-to-negative class ratio), in order to compare the
results, we use the F1 score as the performance metric.
Finally, XGBoost provides feature importance scores out-ofthe-box, which indicate how useful or valuable each feature
is in the construction of the boosted decision trees within the
model. The more a feature is used to make key decisions with
decision trees, the higher its relative importance.
A. Accuracy results
We present the link prediction results for different feature
combinations, namely MNDF, APF, and GF in Figure 3. For
comparison, F1 score for a stratified random classifier used as
a weak baseline is 0.5.
1.0

F1 Score

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6

+M
ND
GF F
+A
GF
PF
+A
PF
+M
ND
F

GF
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DF
GF

F

AP

F+

AP

MN

DF

0.5

Feature combination

Fig. 3: Accuracy results for link prediction using XGBoost
measured with F1 score for different feature combinations.
For comparison, a stratified random classifier (i.e., weak
baseline) yields an F1 score of 0.5.

TABLE III: Mean F1 scores aggregated over different user
groups based on their M, N, and D values.

M

N

D

Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High
Low
Medium
High

MNDF
0.7668
0.7602
0.7761
0.7655
0.7643
0.7811
0.7671
0.7602
0.7668

APF
0.7813
0.7818
0.7946
0.7811
0.7815
0.7958
0.7817
0.7878
0.7829

MNDF+APF
0.7974
0.7859
0.7908
0.7953
0.7872
0.7971
0.7971
0.7908
0.7924

The results lead to several interesting insights. First, all
feature combinations strongly outperform the weak baseline.
Furthermore, using only MNDF results in comparable but
slightly worse performance than using only APF which is
great considering APF contains significantly more information
on user preferences, while a combination of the two shows
improvement over using each on their own. Not surprisingly,
using GF as a strong baseline firmly outperforms combinations
of MNDF and APF because two randomly selected node pairs
in a graph will not have many common neighbors as shown
in [11]. Finally, using MNDF or APF in combination with GF
does not improve the results in comparison with using only
GF. Nevertheless, using the MNDF can have an important
application in a cold-start user recommendation setting in
which the user does not yet have many friendship connections.
For example, a system could generate meaningful friendship
recommendations from user-defined MNDF.
B. Accuracy results for different user groups
Our next objective is to study differences in link prediction
accuracy using MNDF and APF between low/mid/high value
user groups based on their M, N, and D values. Aggregated
mean F1 scores for each user group are shown in Table III.

Our results show that using MNDF+APF performs better
for all user groups except for the high M group, where using
only APF yields the best results. Using only MNDF shows
the best results for the high N group and worst for medium
M and medium D. Using a combination of MNDF and APF
shows the strongest improvement for low value groups.
C. Feature importance
Furthermore, we explore the merit of using MNDF with
APF for link prediction. Thus, we compute XGBoost feature importance scores using the MNDF+APF approach and
present the obtained results below for features defined in
Table I. For vector-type features, we report the sum of importance scores. Out of single features, the one with the highest
artist
importance score is similarity in user artist profiles xW
.
∆
Feature
xM
{u,v}
xN
{u,v}
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0.0777
0.0600

Feature
xN
∆
xD
∆
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x∆ group
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M
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∆
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M
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xW
∆
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APF
M
N
D
0.0

0.2
0.4
Feature importance sum

Fig. 4: Table (left) depicts aggregated feature importance
scores given as a result from the MNDF+APF approach
grouped by categories of feature vector x as defined in Table I. Figure (right) shows aggregated feature importance
scores differently to highlight differences between MNDF,
APF, M, N, and D.
Finally, we aggregate the feature importance scores into
categories, namely MNDF, APF, M, N, and D and show sums
of the feature importance scores in Figure 4. We observe that
MNDF and APF contribute almost equally to the final results
of link prediction, and D has more impact than M or N.
Finding 2: Using M, N, and D features (MNDF) for link
prediction outperforms the random baseline and achieves
similar results to those achieved using artist profile features
(APF), whereas the combination of the two results in best performance. Both MNDF and APF are not able to outperform a
strong baseline using graph features (GF) for link prediction.
Nevertheless, they can be useful in cold-start scenarios for
user recommendation. Furthermore, we find notable differences in link prediction accuracy for different low/mid/high
user groups. Finally, looking at feature importance scores in
the MNDF+APF approach, we observe the equal contribution
of MNDF and APF with the most important single feature
being the artist profile similarity between users.

We confirm the existence of homophily for users’ artist profiles, showing that users that are friends online are more similar
with respect to artists they listen to than a random pair of users.
Furthermore, we show that there exists homophily concerning
features describing users’ mainstreaminess (M), novelty (N),
and diversity (D) with the strongest exhibited homophily for D.
Looking into low/mid/high user groups with respect to M,
N, and D, we observe different behaviors: First, users from
certain groups, like the low D group, form many connections
with other low D users. These connections correlate with
the artists they listen to, as they have high similarities in
their artist profiles. However, the causality is unclear here as
in whether they have more connections among them due to
homophily because they listen to similar music or if it is the
other way around, and they listen to similar music due to
underlying effects of social contagion [28]. The limiting factor
in trying to answer this question is the available data, as the
Last.fm API does not provide temporal information on when
the friendship connection was established. Second, we notice
another interesting behavior, i.e., high N users form notably
more friendship connections with other high N users. However,
those user pairs have on average noticeably lower artist profile
similarity. One possible explanation for this behavior is that
those users are explorers, and they connect with other users
who enable them to discover new music content. Another
explanation could be provided in the social identity theory
(SIT) [29], which states that groups that people belong to are
an important source of pride and self-esteem giving people a
sense of social identity. If this was the case, it would mean that
high N users identify themselves as such and for this reason
seek to connect with other users which are similar to them in
the sense of preference towards discovering novel music content. A user study would be needed to test these hypotheses.
We conclude the paper with a demonstration of the usefulness
of M, N, and D features in a link prediction scenario where
we show that they are almost equally useful as user artist
profiles and are able in some cases to slightly improve the link
prediction accuracy. The applicability of our findings could
prove useful in a cold-start user recommendation scenario
where users have few or no friendship connections (e.g., [30]).
Potential avenues for future work include: (i) using the more
fine-grained Spotify genre annotations10 instead of those from
Freebase, (ii) considering more advanced features describing
user mainstreaminess [5], and (iii) studying demographic
features available in the dataset.

VI. C ONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we study homophily and link prediction in the
online social network of the music platform Last.fm. More
specifically, we explore homophily concerning users’ music
preferences using their artist profiles as well as their inclination
towards listening to mainstream, novel, and diverse content.

10 https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api/reference-beta/
#endpoint-get-an-artist
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